
 
         May 2, 2011 
 
UCIEA ExCom 
Meeting of 05/02/2011 
 
 
I. Meeting called to order by President Quilligan at 9:04, adjourned at 10:35 am.  Present were: 
Justin Call, Ken Dumars, Bob Folkenflik, Dick Frank, Jeri Frederick, Barbara Hamkalo, Judy 
Horn, Ron Jevning, Pam Lawrence, Susan Lessick, Cal McLaughlin,  Ted Quilligan, Marianne 
Schnaubelt, and Jerry Tobis. 
 
II. Minutes of April 4 Meeting were approved and accepted. 
 
III. Ethics Committee – No report. 
  
IV.   Survey for Retirement Facility – Ted reported tht a form had been reviewed by Julian 
Feldman and Bob Newsom, and it will be sent out to both emeriti and retirees.   
 
V. CUCRA and CUCEA Meeting –Ted reported on the semi-annual meeting held last Wednesday 
and Thursday at UCLA.  Items of interest: (a) Davis presented a brochure sent to all emeriti  
listing rights and privileges.  Barbara has a copy. It would be a good idea to draw up our own 
version and distribute it. – Susan: I’ll help. – (b) No significant changes in health benefits. – 
© Our report on the questionnaire on health care fees was not needed, since it applies only to 
those who retire later. – (d) Minimum Required Distribution has not been well administered.  
Henceforth notification will be sent out before income tax return deadline.  _- (e) An additional 
member has been added to the Pannunzio Committee, representing Davis. – (f) CUCEA 
Newsletter just out.  Nobody has received it, so copies will be mailed. – (g) Pension payments 
will be paid by direct deposit.  Next month a letter will be sent out stating this; but retirees may 
“opt in” for hard copy. – (h) Consideration being given to hiring a private company – “Extend 
Health” - to advise retirees on health care choices.  Counselors will be versed in all available 
plans. 
 
VI. CUCRA – Marianne: Regarding Extend Help (EH), she noted that while counselors would be 
reached by phone and would remain on line “as long as it takes,” waiting times as long as an 
hour and a half are not uncommon.  Furthermore, Kaiser Plan is not one of the plans they 
advise on.  Two university units, one Lawrence Livermore and Los Alamitos Laboratories have 
had experience with Extend Health.  EH does not serve other higher education institutions 
except for a few small ones, and there are many negative reports. – Cal: The choices we have 
are limited, and the counselors now on duty here are excellent. – Bob: I have dealt with our 
facilitators, and they are tops.  This is a bad idea. – Ted: I think this information should be 
passed on. – Jeri: This is in response to the exchange model in the Health Care Reform Bill. No 
decision has been reached.  Adrian Harris, member of the Joint Benefits Committee, is still 
investigating.  But it would be good to write to Ernie Newbrun, CUCEA representative. – Bob: 
Best to take action now, before any decision reached. – Ted: We should raise questions, e.g., we 
don’t want to get rid of our own university facilitators. – Marianne: Kaiser should be added.  
And it’s significant that Extra Help does not serve any university. 
 
VII. Academic Senate – The report on discussions in the Academic Senate was given by Alan 
Barbour, Professor of Medicine and Microbiology and the Chair of the Academic Senate. 
The Chair reported on developments: (a) There is no budget and nothing has been decided, but 
cuts are expected.  Fees may be raised 8% a year for 5 years, or even more. – Ted: the 
Chancellor told us that any family earning less than $70,000. a year need pay no tuition fee.  
Any change? – Chair: Unclear.  If money is sent to campus, then there will be more emphasis 
on recruiting non-residents. – Barbara: That is much resented. – Ted: It’s claimed that out of 
state students are absorbed by increasing class sizes. – Chair: They also claim that the 
University is reaching its resident targets. (b) There are also plans to have more self-supporting 
programs.  Right now half of the graduates are in professional schools.  Many programs being 
planned, e.g., medical genetics. – Bob: I once looked into a M. Liberal Studies program for a 
dean, for people to come back and pay. (c) There is also pressure from the legislature to have 
faculty teach more, and also talk of having more lecturers with s.o.e, and giving more weight to 



teaching.—(d) Another plan is for “re-benching” – which means revising the system of allocating 
money to campuses. The idea is to increase de-centralization.  Older campuses get larger share 
of fees, tuition, etc.  Example: Berkeley gets more than UCI.  Then there is funding for grads 
and undergrads.  Right now they are counted as the same, but if more allocated per graduate, 
then the older campuses would benefit, since they have more graduates.  I think that will be 
the big conflict.  Already one can see the camps being formed, older campuses vs. newer ones.  
(e) Right now preparations are being made for allocation of resources.  Programs are asked to 
file reports explaining their quality, needs, priorities.  Some Schools have by-passed 
departments and chairs, a mistake in my opinion.  Before cuts were made on “productivity” – 
number of students.  Now cuts will range from 0 to 15%.  Nothing has been written down; this 
is just talk.  But there will be fewer ladder appointments.  Already UCI is down 40 FTE through 
failure to fill vacancies. – Dick: Is there any support for the idea of increasing teaching loads? – 
Chair: Nothing has been settled.  But the difficult decisions will be left to individual units – 
they will decide how to spend their money. – Ron: What is the state of negotiations with private 
companies? – Cal: That situation has been mis-represented.  These are complex financial deals, 
but the essence is that money for rents goes directly to the campus and stays there. – Barbara: 
Some years ago the Irvine Company lowered rents to attract University units. – Cal: For the 
EVC the rents are “free money” – unaccounted for.  So he would like to move more University 
people back to the main campus so he could get more rents. 
 
President Quilligan thanked the Chair for coming to our meeting and keeping us informed. 
 
VIII. CUCEA continued – Barbara: Louise Taylor sent a memo stating a proposed Regents’ 
Policy that would make the associations of emeriti and retirees equivalent to alumni 
associations.  Having that status would give them access to the university’s liability insurance 
and would protect them and their officers.  The official reason for this is to recognize the 
contributions we make, but the sub-text is to motivate us to speak to the legislature – call it 
“public outreach.” – Bob: would this change our status ? – Jeri: It would not supersede the 
existing situation, which gives us access to insurance because we are under the UCI 
Foundation. __ Ted; But it does allow us to have our own bank account, up to $25,000. – 
Marianne: Main motivation for this is situation at UCLA; they do not have access to liability 
insurance. 
 
IX. Travel Group – Ted: This organization puts together trips for faculty. – Marianne: Rosemary 
Norling has worked to set up trips for University retirees, and they have been very popular and 
very successful. – Jeri distributed lists of current offerings. 
 
X. Awards – Barbara: Our committee will meet after this. – Bob: We should have more 
nominees.  There were only two for the Pannunzio Award, admittedly of high quality, but more 
would have been better. – Barbara: First notices will be sent to everyone, later ones only to a 
restricted number. – Bob: We should nudge at the school and department level 
 
XI. Newsletter – Bob: Next issue will be out this month.  Letter from Hillis Miller not yet 
received.  He will be on campus this month.  And a striking number of awards have been won 
by UCI people.  – Please send items as soon as possible. 
 
XII. UCI Retirees – Marianne:  (1) The Retirees Association coordinating with the Center 
presented on April 15 their Fourth Art Show (2) The Retirees Golf Tournament will be held on 
June 6. (3) During the coming summer a committee will make plans for the CUCRA/CUCEA 
Joint Meeting in the Spring of 2012. The Art Show was a big success.  The Chancellor’s talk 
was excellent, and we should send a message of thanks and compliment. 
 
XIII. Center – Jeri: The Center Directors Meeting was hosted by USC and includes 
representation from not only our UCs but also those from other Universities who feel our UC 
Centers are a Best Practice (USC, Washington, Wisconsin and Florida International 
Universities now participate).  They were impressed by our UCI Center’s methods of 
communications which include combining communications with Associations dues notice to 
save mailing costs.  USC has an Emeriti College whereby emeriti offer a speakers bureau in 
connection with the Center.  As well our Center programming which combines actives and 
retirees has been much praised.  Our overall retiree and emeriti numbers are less than theirs, 



but our e-mail list is larger, indicating good use of technology.  The Center always has available 
brochures of the 2 Associations plus one from the Center itself. 
   
Office of the President noted that UC has 53,000 people receiving benefits from UC.  That’s a 
lot of voices. –  Barbara: That should go into the Newsletter. – Jeri: That’s the good news.  The 
budget news is still very sad. – Bob: These achievements wouldn’t happen without Jeri. 
[Applause].  
 
XIV. New Business:  The next meeting of the Emeriti Association will be the Annual Meeting on 
June 7 in the University Club’s McCulloch Library Room.  It will begin at 10 AM with a 
business meeting, followed by a talk by Dr. Gerald McGuire on the treatment of stuttering, 
“From the King’s Speech to UC Irvine.”  
 
Following that members can have lunch together at the Club. Members planning on attending 
the Annual Meeting and/or the lunch should inform the Center of reservations.  Either send an 
e-mail to emeriti@uci.edu or else telephone the Center at 824-7769. 
 
        
         Respectfully submitted,   Richard Frank, secretary 
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